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l'alking about local 6,e11h1.~ basically means talking 
about identity and cultural sustainability; how 
people from an ethnic grour maintain their cultural 
identity from being globally influenced by such a 
and his fellow-beings and the relation between man 
and his environment balanced, the socio-ecological 
and spiritual principle available in the Balinese 
culture, which is termed as tri hita karona, one of 
the Balinese local geniuses, should be used as the 
reference. Apart from that, there is also a concept of 
tri kayo parisuda, another local genius which forms 
personality, It teaches JJ,at everybody should think, 
speak and behave positively. It is highly rclmed to 
the concept of mu/at sarlra (introspection). Tl1" knowledge they have, the way in which they 
behave and Ihe strategy they develop lo overcome 
the obstructions resulting from the nature and 
environment where they live is what is termed as 
local genius (Bagus, 2003). To keep the relation 
between man and his God, the relation between man 
Essentially, culture refers 10 a set of human 
knowledge as a response to the condition of the 
environment where humans live. Such experience ts 
generally acquired from what JJ1ey have repeatedly 
undergone and will be bequeathed from generation 
to generation. li1ey will do their bestto be responsive 
lo the form and condition of the environment where 
they live in.order to sustain their existence. 
Keywords: Concept oflocal genius and balinese performing arts. 
Local genius refers to what humans know, how they behave and what strategies they develop to sustain 
their existence where they live. 11,e knowledge they have, the way in which they behave and the strategies 
they develop to sustain themselves imply the Iota! genius of the area where they Jive. One or the local 
geniuses in Bali is the socio-ecological and spiritual principle referred to as lri Irita k11rt11111. IL is considered 
"dimension of balance in Balinese culture. It is deemed local genius which regulates the balanced relation 
between roan and his God, between man and his follow-beings. and between man and his environment. In 
Bali, layout and culture cannot be separated. Every space occupied by Bali Hindus has been designed in 
such a way that nothing deviates from the system uf values Ute Balinese culture uas. Another example is llic 
concept of rri mandala, another local genius which is referred to when n temple is constructed, In addition 
to having religious function, a temple also has aesthetic function which is highly related to the performing 
arts performed. II has indirectly caused the creation and performance ol'the Balinese performing arts lo be 
divided into three. They are the performing ans which are created nnd performed In the inner or main part 
of the temple (dalem); the performing arts which are created and performed in the 'madia' (middle) pan of 
the temple (Jaba rengalr); and those which are created and performed in the 'nista · ( outer) part of the temple 
tjaba sisi). A pare from rhe concept of,,., mandala. there as also another concept referred to as lri angga. 
the aesthetic concept of how the structure ofa Bahnese trnditional perforrmng an should be created. It is 
made up ofthe head tpepeson or pengm,·il). the initial pan: the body (pengawak), the main pan; and the feel 
(pe11gece1 and pekuad], the final part. The concept of 1r1 w1gg11. as a local gen ms, has been orgaulzed la such 
a way that It does not deviate from the system or values the Balinese culture has. The performing arts in Bali 
cannot be separated from the Balinese culture; in other words. the performing arts arc an integral part of the 
Balinese culture, Therefore. every performing an in Bali always has its performing structure organized by 
referring to the concept of rri angga, a local genius referred tn hy n choreographer when crcaring u Bali nose 
performing art. 
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In the Balinese traditional performing arts, cultural 
values are so strongly united that they cannot be 
separated from each other. Performing arts are 
stated to be related to skills; furthermore, it is also 
stated that performing arts should he continuously 
performed as part of human activities (Bandem, 
1996: 33). The purified and profane characteristics 
still influence the performing arts In Bali. As some 
illustrations; there is an orientation toward the north 
(kaja) and an orientation toward the south (kelod); 
there is a belief that God Siva controls some of-the 
universe (siwa/oka); there is a belief that the front 
part (luwanan) is holier than the back part (1ehe11a11 ): 
and there is an attitude oftreating the mount and the 
sea as the horrifying parts of the earth as the strong 
basis for developing sacred and secular performing 
ans in Bali. This is reflected by the performing arts 
performed in the temple in Bali which arc highly 
. related to the concept of tri mandala; the layout 
TAF. CONCEPT OF l.OCAL GENlUS IN THE 
BALINESE PERFORMlNG ARTS 
How the aesthetic concept is described highly 
depends on the object selected, namely, the 
rraditional performing arts in Bali. The problems are 
formulated as follows: whether, during the creation 
process of the performing arts, the choreographer 
refers to a particular aesthetic conception which 
may be claimed as ii local genius as defined by 
Sedyawati above? If he/she does, what is the.name 
of such a concept and how it is implemented in the 
performing arts he/she creates? 
As far as the context of the development of 
performing arts is concerned, the first definition 
plays a highly important role to restrict what is meant 
by definition two. Then a question appears "ls there 
any local genius in the Balinese performing arts?' ff 
there is, how to identify it? Is such a local genius 
an aesthetic concept or an expressive strength? The 
answers lo these questions will be described beiow 
as an attempt lo find out, on one hand, how beauty 
is absorbed in the structure of the performing arts, 
and how the aesthetic concept is described in the 
performing arts, on. the other. 
possessed by one nation before being influenced by 
foreign culture; and (b) the absorbing, interpreting, 
modifying and creating ability of a country before 
being influenced by foreign culture. 
tv!UDllA Journal of An and Culture 201 l 
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In relation to that, Edi Sedyawati (in Ayatrohaedi, 
1986: 187) states that, in performing arts, a local 
genius refers to two definitions; they are (a) all 
the· values, concepts and technologies already 
According to Sulistiyawati (2000), a local genius 
refers to the ability lo sustain from being influenced 
by 'external culture. to accommodate the external 
cultural elements and to integrate them into lhe 
indigenous culture, to directthe cultural deve lopmen I, 
to be cumulatively supervised, to be evolutionarily 
formed, not to be eternal, to decrease in size, and 
not to be clearly physically visible . According to 
Noerhadi (1986: 57), a local genius refers lo the 
ability to learn. understand and then re-manage and 
formulate it as a new concept. In. this study, a local 
genius refers to the ability of the Balinese culture 
to face the influence given by foreign culture when 
they touch each other. 
Var.ious articles on local geniuses published in 
Indonesian language have referred lo the work 
written by H,G. Quarilch Wales ( 1948) entitled 
'Cultural Change in Greater India' (Journal .of 
Royal Asiatic Society). in which the characteristics 
of a nation arc discussed when it makes cultural 
contact with another culture. As far as this context 
is concerned. the entire characteristics Indonesia 
had. in the past when It made cultural contact with 
India. However, the aesthetic. creation tends not 
ro have been c lairned as the subject of aesthetic 
philosophy since determined as the object of the 
study in creative process and sub-psychology of the 
art performing creator. 
/\s for as this context is concerned, aesthetics, in the. 
story of human thought, covers two matters; they 
are (a) the theory of beauty (what beauty is?); (b) 
the theory of arts (what arts are) (Sutrisno, 1999: 
105). To correlate the two theories, explanation is 
needed in order 10 be able 10 understand 'whether 
the aesthetical conception of the performing arts in 
Bali is a local genius. Aesthetics ln this article gives 
mon: emphasis on the meaning of the action done 
by humans 10 create artistic objects, exactly, the 
Balinese performing arts. 
sophisticated communication system. Talking about 
arts basically.means talking about aesthetics related 
to the philosophy of beauty with its wide subject 
(Gie, 1976). 
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Edi Sedyawa: i recognizes that it isdi flicuh to measure 
the local genius any art work contains; however, it 
ts easier to identify whether .it contains any local 
genius or not by using particular indicators through 
the following steps: a) the clements it contains are 
reviewed: b) the quality it has is reviewed; and 
Before answering the questions above, it is necessary 
to discuss the way in which the local genius referred 
to in the performing arts is measured. According to 
Edi Scdyawati, the local genius can be measured by 
the originality and the strength of the expressions 
any art work has (in Ayatrohjaedi, 1986: 187). The 
two indicators can be fell and explained from the 
beginning to the end; in other words, from the quality 
attached to the art work. However, the aesthetic 
conception adhered to by the creator. and referred 
Lo during its process of creation is necessarily taken 
into account in order to understand the quality of 
the art work. The understanding of the conception 
inspiring the art work can support the critical 
understanding of the aestheticnl quality of the art 
work. 
Jn Bali, there are several local geniuses which are 
related to various aspects of culture such as subak; 
the local genius which is related to the irrigation 
system; karma pa/a, the local genius which is 
related to the system of belief within the context 
of honesty; trimandala, the local genius which 
regulates the layout of a temple; desa kala patra. 
the local genius which is related to space, time 
and situation; lri angga, the local genius which 
regulates structure of something; and many others 
which are still maintained by the Balinese people. 
The problem which is discussed in this study' is the 
tri angga local genius referred to in the Balinese 
traditional performing arts. 
measures (which cannot be changed). The concepts 
created by lhe Balinese people refer to the natural 
elements which are used as the framework in the 
logic of symbolic classifications such as the sunset 
which is opposed to the sunrise and the mount which 
is opposed to the sea (Arsana et al, 1992). As far as 
the concepts inspiring the cultural consciousness 
of any form or structure which is symbolically 
classified are concerned, the human body is used as 
the reference as reflected in the performing arts, in 
the housing structure, in the shrine (pelinggih) and 
so forth. 
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In general, the Balinese people are familiar with 
the concepts of luan ('11/11' the upper part) and 
teben r hilir' the lower part). In connection with 
mch II division of space, the. shrine ·peli11ggi/1' (a 
construction where Gods are believed to reside). 
nas the same structure as a human body called tri 
.mgga, namely, the head. the body and lhe feet. Such 
:hn::e parts are spatially arranged and have standard 
created based on the nature of being sacred and the 
nature of being profane. The layout and the types 
of performing arts performed in the temple clearly 
reflecr that the more sacred the space is the more 
sacred the performing ans performed will be. 
a). The tari wali, the dances which have sacred 
values, are performed in tile inner/main parl 
(dalem). They an: performed in the main part. 
the most sacred compared to the other lower 
pans. The holy ritual ceremonies are centered 
in this part. Religious atmosphere is highly felt 
as the dances such as rejang and baris ged« and 
several other dances are also performed at the 
same time. 
b). The central part 'madya'(iaba 1engah), is the 
part connect ing the main part and the outer part 
'nisto', It is called the central par! as it is located 
in 1hc center of'ihe temple. Those who take part 
in the ritual ceremonies performed in the Inner 
part should change their behavior, from being 
worldly into being religious. The other types 
of dances performed in the inner part is what 
is called 'gambuh' (the Balinese dance drama 
which is classical, highly valuable and so rich in 
dancing moves that it is considered the source 
of every type of the classical Balinese dances), 
and the mask dance 'tart topeng' (another type 
·of the Balinese dance drama, in which all the 
dancers wear masks) and the stories referred to 
are the historical ones termed as 'Babad'. 
e), The outer part 'nista, [aba sisi' is the one 
_in which those who take part in rhe ritual 
ceremonies may enjoy their worldly desires; 
they may gamble, drink and eat and enjoy any 
amusement entertaining them. The dances 
which arc performed to amuse people are called 
· 'balih-balihan ', the profane dances which are 
usually performed in the outer part. One of such 
dances is what is called · tari joged' (a social 
dance ). It is performed with free moves and 
improvisations by a pair of male and female 
dancers. 
Volume 26, Number 3, December 20 l l 
Tri hill/ kar,11111 i, :1 dimcn\ion or balance which 
is derived trom the Balinc,.: culture. It rs also 
deemed a local genius rcg.11lati11g the balanced 
CONCLUSIONS 
Structure is one of the manifc~tati(ln~ of the cultural 
eoncciousness which is highly influenced by the 
elementary logical principles. 'loch principles are 
explained through the cosmos conception which 
Is symbolically classified. The macro cosmos 
dimension is also referred Iv in the Javanese 
conception as described b) Parsudi { 1977). Si111 it.orly, 
the rlalinesc people also describe the universe as a 
cuntainer with uncbungeable and dear boundaries. 
/\s a container. rhc universe is conceived c,fhnv1ng. 
sides. n:uncly, lhc elements which are made up of 
vnrious visible :md invisible fom1;, each of winch 
rs mdcpendent and functions independently nn.t 
influences each other. 
Oin&rnon I. I he concept of Tn ""AA" in the Balinese 
I' erform ins Arts 
HEAD PEPF.SON nnitial pnrl) 
aonv PliNGAWAK (Mnin port) 
rsur PENGECET, . rEKnim 
(Ii nal pnn) 
PERl'ORMTNG 
STR t ten JR F. TIUANGGA ----- 
The concept of the local genius frl cmgJ:a cnn also 
be observed from Ihe performing works dune by 
the students of ISi (the Arrs Institute of lndoncsin) 
ns their finnl assignments. In relatron 10 this. they 
huve adopted mnny external cultural elements such 
,,s how the lighting is nrrnngeu, how the costumes 
worn are designed. how the dancing moves nrc 
performed. how the sound sys1c111 is organized, and 
so forth; how.:vcr, ho" their p~rforming nrts are 
structured still maintain the traditional performing 
an structure, numcly, 11 i tmggr~ the Balinese 
people's local genius. as described below. 
MUDRA Joumnl {If Ari and Culture 2011 
From various structures of the Balinese performing 
arts performed for titual purposes and economic 
p111 poses (tourism). it is observed that lhc lncnl 
genius tri e111i:ga is still maintained. It is reflected 
from every .struciurc or the performing arts 
performed. ·111c choreographer llrganizes it in three 
parts similar to the parts of the human body: the 
initial pan (p11pe.,011) which is identical with the 
hcml, the main part (pr:uguu'/Jlr) which ls ickntic11l 
with the bod) containing the characters, and the linul 
p.irl (pekaml) which is identical with the feet. The 
concept referred to by the structure of'the performing 
arts is already standard as the structure CJf"ihc hum un 
hmly. as for as how the parts nrc structured and the 
extent 10 which each ls performed, 
The development of Bali tourism which is culture- 
oriented has mnde It termed us Cultural Tourism 
The decision made by the Ball Government 111 have 
!111; tourism sector as an industry hos enriched the 
Bnlinese culture in general nncl its performing ans 
in particular. Tourism has encouraged artists lo 
become involved in nnd to enjoy the facilities and 
contribution resulting from the development or the 
tourism industry in Bali. 
n,c Balinese performing answhich areperformed for 
econom re purposes termed as "touristic perform mg 
nrts" are catcuorized as the modern Balinese cultural ~ 
product (Picard, I 990: Dihia. 1997). Such touristic 
performmg arts have developed since foreign 
tourists came 10 Bali in 1930s (Pier, l<JQJ· 76). 
Although they have adopted many foreign cultural 
clements as can be seen from how the costumes 
worn are designed, how Ii ginning and 1.hc stage on 
which 1he) arc performed arc organized. the dancing. 
moves by which the) are performed, and so forth. it 
seems that the choreographer still refers IO the local 
genius tri t111,:ga. 
c) the function ii has is renewed. According lo Ertl 
Scdyawati, while the clements, the qunlit)I and 
function the art work has arc reflected from the 
values attached to ii, the local genius referred 10 
as the aesthetic conception of the creation, as what 
is discussed in this study. inspires the performing 
nn.The aesthcue conception inspiring the structure 
of the Balinese performing nrts is the local genius 
'lrl anggu'; which is made up of the head (J.>~pc.<rm 
or 11e11~a1l'il), the body (pcnguwak), and the feet 
(/J1'11gecet and pclwud). 
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The performing arts in Bali refer to the concept of 
tri mandala as well as the concept of tri angga. 
The letter is so well organized that it will never 
deviate from the system of values the Balinese 
culture has. The performing arts and the Balinese 
culture cannot be separated from one another. Every 
form of the performing arts are structured with 
reference 10 the local genius tri angga which has 
been so well organized so that they always refer to 
the system of values the Balinese cuiture has. The 
concept of tri angga referred to by the structure of 
the traditional Balinese performing arts functions 
aesthetically and cannot be separated from the 
performing arts performed. This means that the 
local genius 'tri mandala' indirectly divides the 
performing arts created and performed into three 
parts: the performing arts created to be performed in 
the inner part 'utama' (dalem); the performing arts 
created to be performed in the central part 'madia' 
(jaba tengah) and such performing arts are termed 
as bebali/bali; and those created to be performed 
as entertainments (balih-balihan) in the outer part 
'nista' (jaba sisi) . 
relations between man and his God, between man 
and his fellow-beings, and between man and his 
environment. The Balinese layout and culture cannot 
be separated. Each space in the environment where 
the Balinese people Jive is regulated in such a way 
that it does not deviate from the system of values the 
Balinese culture has. The local genius tri mandala 
reflected in the temple spatial division functions 
religiously and aesthetically; this can also be seen 
from the performing arts performed. The concept of 
tri mandala, as a local genius, indirectly divides the 
performing arts created and performed into three: 
the performing arts created to be performed in the, 
inner part '11101110' (dalem); the performing arts 
created to be performed in the central part 'madia' 
tjaba tengah 'central part'); and the ones created to 
be performed as entertainments 'balih-bahhan' in 
the outer pan 'nista' (jaba sisi). 
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